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Deverro’s Needle
Deverro’s Needle is a thin and viciously sharp 

steel spike about half a meter long. It weighs almost 
nothing and despite being incredibly thin and, as 
we’ve said, sharp, it will not bend. It will, however, 
vibrate at the slightest pressure. It can be used as a 
weapon if it can be affixed to something suitably stur-
dy, though it is not especially well suited to warfare. 
Certainly it will pierce any armour effortlessly, but the victim, 
though impaled, will be impaled by an incredibly thin spike--
the chances of a fatal injury are surprisingly slim.

The Needle is attached to a wooden box about a handspan 
on a side that is engraved with erotic images. This box reso-
nates with any vibration created by the Needle and striking the 
Needle forcefully will create an extremely loud and pure tone 
that happens to be at the resonant frequency of pine, instantly 
sundering anything nearby made from that wood. Including 
pine trees. The box is not made of pine.
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The Wood Bridge Spindle
The Wood Bridge Spindle has nothing to do with wood nor bridges. 

It is a simple copper spindle like those used to spin wool. It has one 
curious property, however: if you attach a line to the spindle and spin 
it, it does not spin. Rather whatever is holding the line spins. No matter 
how large. The spindle is always still.

Naturally the Wood Bridge Spindle has been used for many differ-
ent things down through the ages, and usually they were terrible violent 
things like destroying enemy holdings, torturing heretics, and powering 
flying machines from which to rain fire on enemy heretics and their 
holdings. But none of these things were the intention of the creator of 
the artifact, Sir Alfred Winston Woodbridge.

Woodbridge was a devout archaeologist and magi-
cian, and he and his partner Alice Deverro often used 
their strange and wondrous powers to enhance their 
standing amongst other archaeologists. This was many many 
centuries ago, however, and you have certainly never heard of them.

Together at last
Deverro’s Needle and the Wood Bridge Spindle were of course intended 

to go together. If an object is attached to the spindle and spun and the needle 
is allowed to rest gently on the spinning surface, the box on the needle will 
reverberate with all of the sounds and voices present during the fabrication of 
the object under inspection. If the object is a composite, like a building made 
of many bricks and beams, the resulting voices will be a cacophony of many 
voices all overlapping which can be difficult to decode.

If a person is spun and the needle applied, the sounds of their conception 
will be broadcast, of course. This can be valuable for determining lineage or 
for simple voyeurism.

The Needle, being as sharp as it is, and the Spindle, rotating as fast as it 
does, create a problem for investigative archaeologists: the artifact under in-
spection is superficially damaged by the process. After a few minutes of clear 
sound, the recording begins to loop back to the beginning. At this point the 
damage has begun and the reproduction gets worse and worse as the needle 
starts to tear into the material. It’s a slow process, and six or seven repeat 
performances can be had before the surface of the object is damaged beyond 
the capacity to produce anything but white noise.
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Rumours and history
Of course something as powerful and bizarre as the Wood Bridge Spindle 

and Deverro’s Needle would have some mark on history, but they have been 
apart for so vary long that there is little to indicate the true nature of the 
system. There are stories of an impossibly sharp lance used to pierce the hide 
of otherwise impenetrable monsters. There are murmurs of castles turned 
into whirlwinds, their occupants flung a thousand leagues while the structure 
drilled itself into its foundations.

In the far east, the Needle is known as the Sussurous Lance while the 
Spindle is known as the Scirocco.

In the distant west, the Needle is known as Heaven’s Member while the 
Spindle is referred to as the Dizzywhig.

In the south these things are unknown.
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